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Jakob Nielsen’s Error Rating Scale

0 = I don’t agree that this is a usability problem at all.

1 = Cosmetic problem only: need not be fixed unless extra time is available on project.

2 = Minor usability problem: fixing this should be given low priority.

3 = Major usability problem: important to fix and should be given high priority.

4 = Usability catastrophe: imperative to fix before product can be released.
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Issue 1: The share tab icon was ambiguous.

[severity: high] 
Evidence: 33% of the participants cannot find the access to share exercise data with 
friends. They either failed the task, or spent much time figuring out how to complete it. 

Design Decision: Change the icon to a more understandable one and add text 
“share” underneath the icon to give more hint.

Issue 2: The response of selection was not 
obvious enough.

[severity: high] 
Evidence: 67% of the participants did not notice any response after they selected 
certain data. Some of their quotes were: “I was looking for a confirmation button.” 
“It’d have been much easier if my selection is highlighted.” “I don’t want to hit ‘back’, 
because it functions like cancal to me.” 

Design Decision: Make the reponse more obvious, such as highlighting the whole line, 
or giving a confirmation button instead of forcing users to go back.

Issue 3: The onboarding selection guide 
was easily ignored by users. 

[severity: medium] 
Evidence:  Some participants did not understand the onboarding selection. They 
clicked “Let’s go” without choosing any data to start. 

Design Decision: Make the instruction more concise and obvious graphically that 
users won't miss. Or follow design pattern of onboarding selection, so users can 
understand immediately without even looking at the directions. 

Issue 4: The data list was too long to find 
things easily.

[severity: medium] 
Evidence: Some participants cannot find a specific data type in the long list when 
they were asked to add it to the dashboard. They even got frustrated about 
themselves:” How could I miss it?! It is right on the top.” 

Design Decision: Organize the list. Sort items into sub-category, or make the search 
button more catching to encourage them to search it.

Issue 5: The clickable area is too small to 
hit right on. 

[severity: low]
Evidence: Some participants missed the clickable area and had to try one more time 
to hit the target.  

Design Decision: Enlarge the clickable component, so users won’t miss it. 
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